### Mid Term-Semester Project

#### Learning Targets and Intentions of the Lesson

**Period Piece Time Capsule**

*Day 2*

#### Do Now

Complete your Letter then work on your artifacts and time capsule container

#### Learning Targets & Intentions of the Lesson

**I Want Students to:**

1. **KNOW** the contributions to mankind of the various civilizations throughout history.  
2. **UNDERSTAND** the importance of organization and clarity when they gather, examine, evaluate, and synthesize the data created to create a “Time Capsule” for 2018.  
3. Complete an Age of Exploration Quiz prior to beginning their Time Capsule Project. *(SKILL)*

#### Scope and Sequence of the Lesson

- **Step One**
  - Students will choose their topic for research.

- **Step Two**
  - Students will collect their data for their project from: Class notes, class informational handouts, textbooks outside research.

- **Step Three**
  - Students will transcribe their research and affix it onto the appropriate forms to complete the Mini-assignments.

- **Step Four**
  - Students will construct their shoebox displays and finalize their projects.

- **Step Five**
  - Students will present their projects to the class.

#### Daily Requirements

**Pop Quiz- Age of Exploration Project Day 1**

**Step One** – Choose your topic and complete the organizers from Day 1, Part 1 & Day 1, Part 2.

Description: Create an outline of what you are going to include in your letter and complete the Day 2 outline organizer.

**Project Day 2**

**Step Two** – Finalize Letter to 2018.
| Daily Requirements | • Contents of Time Capsule Display  
|                    | • Artifact Number 1  
|                    | • Artifact Number 2  
|                    | • Finalize Project Displays for presentations  
|                    | Types of Artifacts: Maps, Lyrics to songs or poems, models, drawing, etc. (only one item may be printed).  
|                    | A creatively decorated Time Capsule Display Box is necessary to maximize your point total.  
| **Day Two Part 2** |  
| **Summative Assessment** - #1 Complete Gallery Walk–  
|                | Gallery Walk Checklist  
|                | -Civilization Examined  
|                | -Artifact #1 Analysis  
|                | -Artifact #2 Analysis  
|                | -Time Capsule Letter  
|                | -Description/Analysis of Time Capsule container  

**The Age of Exploration Quiz**

| Instructor Concerns | Instructor will inform the students about the significance of the Time Capsule activity in building their content knowledge about World History and how it aids them on the Benchmarks Exam. |